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Abstract: -- The Mobile Ad-hoc NETwork (MANET) is a collection of mobile nodes, and they communicate with one another
without using any infrastructure support. The mobile nodes in MANET move arbitrarily and create a dynamic network topology.
The routing protocols play a key role in communications that contain a set of rules for instructing the mobile nodes in the network.
The performance evaluation in various simulation scenarios encounters many complexities due to the unpredictable and dynamic
nature. For obtaining the accurate performance of protocols in simulation as equal to the realistic scenario, the comparative
analysis significantly determines the robustness of the protocols under different scenarios. The proactive, reactive and hybrid
protocols establish their routing behavior in a distinct manner based on their routing characteristics. This paper evaluates seven
prominent routing protocols, and compare the several parameters in network scenarios using various kinds of application types
such as CBR, FTP, audio, and video. These network scenarios create a considerable impact on the performance, and the
performance of the protocols is not stable at all times. The simulation results reveals various performance issues and comparative
analysis of proactive, reactive and hybrid routing protocols under different performance metrics. Thus, many significant factors
are evaluated for clearly understanding the distinct characteristics of a routing protocol and estimating its relationship with others.
Index Terms— AODV, CBR, DSDV,DSR,FSR,FTP,LAR ,MANET,ns2, OLSR,,ZRP.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the Mobile Ad-hoc NETworks
(MANETs) have been growing quickly according to the
availability of current generation mobile devices [1]. The
nodes are free to move without any specific network
topology. The design of routing protocols to retain the
communication among mobile nodes is a tough issue for
MANETs [2]. The protocols have different and unique
characteristics that they reveal such characteristics
during routing behavior. The performance comparison of
routing protocols is essential to determine the best one
among them.
The protocols are classified as proactive,
reactive and hybrid based on their topology updation [3].
The protocols under such categories expose their
performances according to the different network
scenarios as well as they reveal their characteristics in
several routing parameters such as a packet delivery
ratio, delay, overhead, and throughput. For example, in
the high mobility scenario, the proactive type protocols
such as Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector (DSDV)
attain high control overhead due to their continuous
routing

table updation. Instead, the reactive type protocols such
as Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV),
Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) achieve comparatively
less overhead due to their on-demand updation. The
hybrid protocols such as Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP)
have less delay and communication overhead due to the
usage of both proactive and reactive approaches in interzone and intra-zone respectively. Besides, the unheeded,
as well as very crucial network scenarios are MAC
(Multiple Access Control) standards and different
application based scenarios. They play a significant part
in the protocol performance evaluation due to their
channel acquisition characteristics and varying file size
respectively [4]. They certainly impact the protocol
implementation. To get the accurate performance of each
protocol, the scenarios mentioned above are to be
considered at the time of implementation. The
comparative performance analysis can provide the
answer to which is the best one among other protocol
performances.
The key contributions are listed as follows:
The comparative performance analysis of
routing protocols ensures the simulation to predict the
accurate and best protocol that is suitable for the
applications in realistic scenario analysis.
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The application scenario based protocol
comparison assures which protocol perfectly suits for a
specific application such as CBR, FTP, audio, video.
The performance evaluation of the proposed
method is simulated using the extensive NS-2 simulator.
The simulation result proves the fair performance of the
proposed method. Section 2 surveys the works related to
scenarios based protocol analysis. Section 3 describes
the scenarios based protocol evaluation. Section 4
defines the simulation settings and scenarios based
routing protocol implementation and comparison.
Section 5 concludes this paper.
II.

RELATED WORKS

The wireless nature creates a severe impact on
the protocol design. Several routing protocols have been
suggested in recent years with a greater ability [5]. Many
researchers have been working to evaluate the routing
performance of such protocols in various simulation
scenarios [6]. The scenarios are analyzed based on the
different performance metrics such as packet delivery,
throughput, delay, and overhead.
The protocols are commonly categorized into
table driven (proactive) and on-demand (reactive)
protocols. The several protocols under such categories
are implemented under various network scenarios [7].
The most preferred routing protocols such as DSDV,
DSR, OLSR (Optimized Link State Routing), TORA
(Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm) are analyzed
in [8] [9] [10]. The proactive protocols such as DSDV
exposes routes to all nodes in advance since the routing
table is updated in the fixed time interval which is
independent of topology changes. This topology change
increases the control overhead along the network.
Consequently, the throughput becomes low in DSDV.
Another proactive protocol is FSR (Fisheye State
Routing) which reduces the large size of update
messages by broadcasting the information at high
frequency for closer nodes than remote nodes. This
process is more suitable for large size networks than
other protocols [11]. The DSR and AODV get high
throughput and packet delivery for any node density due
to their source routing mechanism. The DSDV attains
increased packet delivery in the number of network
scenarios [12]. Principally, the disruption occurs due to
the random movement of the intermediate nodes or the

end nodes [13]. The mobility scenario considers the
speed and pause time of nodes at different mobility
patterns. In [14], the AODV, DSR, DSDV are compared
with OLSR with varying pause time. The DSR exhibits
excellent performance in terms of the packet delivery
ratio and control overhead at low to high pause time.
When comparing LAR (Location-Aided Routing) with
ZRP and FSR protocols, the LAR outperforms other two
protocols in the number of nodes scenario due to its
multi-level scope technique and reduced overhead [15].
The traffic is also an important factor in MANET
environment. In [16], CBR and VBR traffic are varied
with different scenarios such as the number of nodes and
speed. For CBR traffic, DSDV protocol exhibits
reasonable energy consumption in low and medium node
density due to the capability of building the routing table
with low energy. However, the packet delivery fraction
of DSDV has reduced while comparing with AODV and
DSR protocols. In [17], the AODV is compared with
Mobility and Load-aware Routing (MLR) protocol with
different CBR connections. The MLR scheme has a less
overhead than AODV since the MLR supports to reduce
the control packets by allowing only the nodes with low
load and speed to broadcast their packets. Instead, the
AODV exploits blind flooding. The MLR performs well
in all metrics even if there are maximum CBR
connections. With the ability to ensure the packet
delivery of TCP, the AODV is perfectly suitable for realtime applications. The poor performance of DSR is due
to the high overhead, and spending a high processing
time for processing the heavy overhead information [18]
[19]. The long time that has been availed by DSR
enables the nodes in both processing the packet
forwarding and overhead information. Due to this more
spending time, the DSR has a high end-to-end delay than
AODV. The routing overhead of DSDV under TCP
traffic is less than both the OLSR and AODV under all
conditions. The packet loss of AODV is high as
compared to other considered routing protocols [20]. The
OLSR gives better throughput than DSDV and AODV
under low and high network load and speeds using TCP
traffic sources.
III.

OVERVIEW OF SCENARIO-BASED
ANALYSIS

The routing protocols exploit their unique
characteristics under some set of rules for instructing the
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elements in the wireless networks. All the routing
protocols have strengths and weaknesses. Over a period,
the routing protocols have been developed and adapted
to the requirements of complex networks. The
comparative analysis of several protocol parameters
assists in determining the robustness of the each
protocol. To demonstrate the different scenarios on the
same network, the protocols are simulated and compared
which reveals the best performance of one over the
others and proves the efficiency of comparing protocols.
The comparative results of protocols under any one
factor is not capable of ensuring the definite performance
of such protocols as equal to the realistic scenarios.
Since, the realistic scenarios have more disruptions
during routing such as node density, unpredictable
speed, traffic, bandwidth insufficiency, and so on. In
addition to the comparison, the different applications are
accounted for estimating which protocol performs well
under specific application. In this estimation, many
factors have to be taken into consideration for clearly
understanding the unique characteristics of a routing
protocol and its contact with others. Thus, the
consideration of these factors helps to identify the most
appropriate routing protocol for the specific network and
goal. The following table 1 exposes the basic
characteristics of protocols. The protocols shown in
Table 1 are taken from the comparative analysis of this
work.

efficient results. The routing protocols are mainly
classified into proactive-reactive and hybrid types
according to their individual updating behavior. Such
classification based comparison helps the designers and
researchers to find the appropriate protocol which
performs well under various scenarios.

Table 2 : Application Based Simulation Scenario
Descriptions

Table 1: Basic Comparison of Routing Protocols
(A). Scenario-Based Analysis of Routing Protocols
Considering the different characteristics of
routing protocols in the evaluation ensures accurate and

The proactive protocols (Ex. DSDV, OLSR,
FSR) always try to retain the recent routes at each node
to all the possible destinations in the network.
Conversely, the reactive type protocols (Ex. AODV,
DSR, LAR) commence the route discovery procedure
only when the data packet has to be sent. The hybrid
protocols (Ex. ZRP) have the combined process of
proactive and reactive type. Due to the continuous
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topology dissemination and updation of the routing table
in proactive type, the routing paths are available at all
the times. However, greater control overhead develops
along the network, even when reducing the route
searching burden during routing. At most scenarios, the
reactive protocols have divulged good performance than
proactive types. However, in some case such as delay
performance, the proactive type proves its best by
providing impressive results. Also, the hybrid protocols
retain strong network connectivity and determine the
distant route faster. In order not to miss such more
advantages in protocols and to get the proper
comparative results, more scenarios are taken into the
comparison.
(B). Simulation Results of Application Scenario
The AODV, DSR, LAR, DSDV, OLSR, FSR,
and ZRP routing protocols are assessed under an
application based scenario on the escalation of file size.
The relative performance evaluation of such routing
protocols under varying file size is illustrated in figure 1.
In this scenario, the various application types such as
CBR, FTP, audio, and video are represented as 1, 2, 3,
and 4 respectively. In figure 1(a), the DSDV and DSR
exhibit comparable DDC than AODV in FTP, audio, and
video due to their poor performance with a wide range of
flows. The AODV efficiently completes full data
transmission within short and medium flows under UDP
traffic rates. Thus it maintains 66.6% DDC from CBR to
audio file size (point 1 and 3). Note that, in FTP (point
2); the AODV obtains poor DDC relatively more equal
to DSDV and DSR as the TCP is likely to create the
packet loss when the traffic load is escalated during
merge path selection. Furthermore, the videos have a
large file size as well as the video transmission
unsuitable for the process in a MANET environment that
requires additional compression formats as shown in
Table 3.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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protocols attain less and comparable overhead even in
large file transmissions such as audio and video.

(d)
Figure 1: Performance Comparison With Application
Types
Comparing OLSR, LAR, ZRP and FSR in FTP,
the OLSR and FSR protocols attain 49% of data
delivery. This is because such protocols select the
reliable routers with the help of updating link state
information resulting in considerable collision and loss.
In figure 1(b), the CBR completes its transmission
within short duration at minimum flows. In case, when
the path optimality within such short duration is poor,
the data is likely to be dropped. Instead of short flows,
the large duration of video file transmission can discover
the great paths. Thus, it executes the large file
transmission without much dropping. For instance, the
dropped packet count in CBR is 5/10= 0.5, the count in
the video is 25/50=0.5. If there is a better path optimality
on the escalation in file size, CBR attains 5/10=0.5%
dropping, and video achieves 15/50=0.3% dropping.
Therefore, the audio and video files show less distortion
as compared with CBR. In CBR, the ZRP accomplishes
39.2% less distortion than AODV due to the path
maintenance among intra and inter-zones. All compared
protocols have almost same and high distortion in TCP
due to the auto-adjustment depending on available
bandwidth.
As depicted in figure 1(c), the FSR and OLSR
reveal much similar and high overhead, since the
distance between source and destination is a prime factor
in both. If the distance is large, zones are increased
which makes high traffic in ZRP, as well as the more
distance impacts the scope level in FSR. By following
these, the DSR has high overhead since; it selects the
routing path in their cache memory which stores more
routes. Conversely, the DSDV, LAR and AODV

Table 3 : Result analysis of Application Based Scenario
Moreover, the file transmission is likely to be
delayed for some time before reaching the receiver due
to some distortion in MANET. The sufficient path
availability makes the large flow of file transmission
reliable without delay as exposed in figure 1(d). The
ACK nature and data rate adjustment in TCP leads to
packet collision and latency. As well as, due to the
periodic routing table updation of DSDV, it achieves
more PSBR by 6.75% and 19.9% than AODV and DSR.
In this, the LAR, ZRP, FSR, and OLSR have very low
and comparable set back rates and these achieve almost
0.002% to 0.3% of PSBR from CBR to video files
transmission. The Result analysis of Application Based
Scenario is as shown in the Table 3. The protocols which
show the better performance of various applications is
discussed in Table 4.
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on Computer and Network Technology (ICCNT), pp.
53-59. , 2010.

Table 4: Performance of Protocols

IV. CONCLUSION
This work has proposed a comparative analysis
of routing protocols such as AODV, DSR, LAR, DSDV,
OLSR, FSR, and ZRP for correctly estimating the
protocol characteristics under various applications
oriented network scenarios. By taking different network
scenarios into comparison, the appropriate and suitable
protocol can be predicted among the various protocols
according to their adaptability with scenarios used in the
simulation. The application scenario based comparison
ensures the protocol characteristics under specific
application. The performance analysis utilizes NS-2
simulator tool to evaluate the individual performance of
each protocol under such various scenarios in a realistic
manner. The simulation results show the individual
performance of AODV, DSR, LAR, DSDV, OLSR,
FSR, and ZRP routing protocols.
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